DIY

Burn your ideas.
Wood burning art – interpreted
in a modern way.
create your own.
www.rayher.com

Brand new & hot – the pyrography
Old-fashioned woodburning is a thing of the past! We are putting the classic pyrography
“behind the stove” – this popular DIY hobby has never been so trendy!
Tradition, deceleration, hygge - you can't get past them at the moment. Working with
wood is exactly what this is all about: unlimited cosiness for you and your loved ones. Whether
young or old, classically modern or Scandinavian minimalistic – get in touch with nature and
experience the real, true work with a natural material that makes your four walls even prettier.
You want to make it comfortable in your home? Then grab the woodburning pen and design
old & new wooden decoration elements according to your taste!
Even your loved ones will be happy about these special, haptically & visually interesting
gifts. One thing, however, is certain: you won’t be the only one “burning” for...

All you have to do is...
Pick up your woodburning pen of Rayher (1) and choose your favourite piece
of wood (2) – you’re all set! With our transfer paper, you can copy templates of
Rayher (3) or your own motifs onto the wooden piece in no time at all, and if
desired, you can customize it with some colour (4).
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Hello Hygge decor!

The Danish sense of security that has also
spread to us and stands especially for the
cosiness in your “home sweet home”, reflects
precisely the new pyrography. Thus, wood
is a beautiful, warm natural material that
makes our home really comfortable. With
personal motifs or statements, it will
become trendy and completely according to
your style.

Nothing goes without a good woodburning pen – but with it, anything goes.
Simple wooden surfaces are transformed into very personal souvenirs, old
wooden elements are redesigned – over and over.

Whether it is about little, subtle pendants,
practical wood chip boxes, noble boards or
trendy decorative shapes - we have the perfect
range of wood articles for your "burnt" design.
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It’s as simple as that...

Through thick and thin
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Whether fine lines, thick contours or a small heart - the
different nibs of our woodburning pen facilitate your work
and offer you even more possibilities. Choose your favourite
nib and replace it at any time, depending on the project, by
simply screwing it onto the woodburning pen.
Quick results can be achieved with the finished woodburning stamp motifs such as a small heart or enchanting
star. There you have immediately a finished motif which you
only have to apply onto your favourite wooden element.
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You have found your favourite motif and would like to apply
it onto your chosen wooden element? By means of our transfer
paper, it’s quick & easy:
1 Place your favourite motif in the desired size on the
substrate. To prevent the motif from slipping during
transfer, fi x it to one side.
2 Now slide the black transfer paper, with the black
coated side facing down, under the motif paper.
3 Then trace over the motif with a pointed object
(e.g. ballpoint pen, pencil).
4 Done! Now you can burn your motif with the
woodburning pen.

Or choose a stamp
according to your taste
and stamp the motif on
your wooden element.
Afterwards, you can also
burn it quickly and easily.

Wood becomes colourful
Sometimes it just has to be pinkish - or light yellow, royal blue or
mint green. For this purpose, we offer you fluid, airy glazes that
will enhance your piece of wood in no time at all.
Our glazes are transparent, water-based non-opaque paints
that have a protective surface sealing property.

Cooking is passion – so is
pyrography!
The way to a man's heart is through
his stomach – but what if you could
get your loved one's attention while
you're cooking? Trendy cookware
accessories with a message, very
personal cutting boards or funny
bottle openers – there are no limits
to your imagination.
Turn your kitchen into a
creative eye-catcher with unique
kitchen utensils – and the next
kitchen party can take place! After
all, wooden spoons and the like are
also perfect gifts for guests.

Original & individual!
With our wooden postcards in standard format with address field, you
not only send off joy, but also a lot of creativity! For the design, you can
choose your favourite motif among our transfer papers with templates
and make it even more colourful with our glazes – or grab your woodburning pen and create your very own motif.
Start the burn, design it, put the address on, send it away and “let the
post office do the rest”!

All you need is love…
or I burn for you! In the true
sense of the word. The wood
burning art now becomes a
messenger of love – whether
as an affectionate eyecatcher,
as a gift from the heart or as a
wonderful decoration for your
vintage dream wedding. Place
cards, goodies & Co. can also be
designed in a modern and very
personal way with this classic
craft technique.

Wanderlust - or the new
desire for adventure
We travel and experience foreign
cultures. We collect valuable memories and save for the next city trip. Our
experiences shape us...
Memorize them now even better
and create unique memory boxes,
amazing wood chip boxes, creative
eye-catchers – simply with our woodburning pen!

Pendulous?
Yes, please!
With our woodburning pen,
you can conjure up the matching pendant for any occasion
in no time at all. Whether as a
gift or decoration pendant or as
a little, nice gift from time to
time – your creative possibilities are limitless and giving
away homemade little odds
and ends is so much fun!

Practical & nice
The woodburning pen of Rayher is packed in the matching
storage box made of wood. Besides the diverse burning tips,
there is a scrap wood piece in the box, so you can immediately
start, test, burn!

Rayher’s woodburning products can be found at our main retailers
or in well-assorted craft stores.

www.rayher.com

You will find material specifications and instructions on our homepage.
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